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Abstract—In this article, we present a multiagent frame-
work for real-time large-scale 3-D reconstruction applications.
In SLAM, researchers usually build and update a 3-D map
after applying nonlinear pose graph optimization techniques.
Moreover, many multiagent systems are prevalently using odome-
try information from additional sensors. These methods generally
involve extensive computer vision algorithms and are tightly cou-
pled with various sensors. We develop a generic method for the
key challenging scenarios in multiagent 3-D mapping based on
different camera systems. The proposed framework performs
actively in terms of localizing each agent after the first loop
closure between them. It is shown that the proposed system only
uses monocular cameras to yield real-time multiagent large-scale
localization and 3-D global mapping. Based on the initial match-
ing, our system can calculate the optimal scale difference between
multiple 3-D maps and then estimate an accurate relative pose
transformation for large-scale global mapping.

Index Terms—Direct simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM), large-scale 3-D mapping, loop closure, multiagent
SLAM.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN MODERN times, many researchers have turned their
focus toward developing multiagent simultaneous localiza-

tion and mapping (SLAM) systems that can merge multiple
maps built by each agent connected with the centralized
system [1], [2]. However, the usage of these systems is usually
computationally intensive, and it is hard to achieve real-time
performance in large-scale applications. Maplab [3] has pro-
vided a multisession solution for such SLAM problems. This
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Fig. 1. Loop-box assists different cameras integrated into a system for
multiagent SLAM. The poses of the source and target agents are shown in
red and cyan, respectively. Their 3-D maps fused using Loop-box are shown
in red and green, respectively.

is useful when the agents lose their relative pose information
due to an abrupt change in light or when someone passes
by the camera system. Maplab can easily build a connection
between the previous odometry and the new odometry.

The lack of a state-of-the-art multiagent SLAM system
that can easily connect various robotic platforms also empha-
sizes the importance of developing a ready-to-use framework
for multiple agents [4]. Visual-inertial-sensor-based SLAM
systems [5]–[8] perform excellently for a single agent, but for
large-scale 3-D collaborative mapping, a complicated calibra-
tion setup along with intensive computing power is essential.
In addition to this, the most ambitious problem is to estimate
an accurate relative pose transformation between different
agents after observing the first loop closure. The system should
be sufficiently robust to fuse multiple 3-D maps, regardless of
the scale variation between them. An example of a multiagent
system is shown in Fig. 1. It presents the central system
that processes the 3-D maps generated by different agents.
Furthermore, the agents can face several key challenging states
while moving around. These states are shown in Fig. 2.

In these studies, agents are constrained to the loop clo-
sures where they are following the same path, as shown in
Fig. 2(a). Fig. 2(b)–(d) shows real-world scenarios that agents
might face to achieve loop closure during a short interval, for
example, when agents are following the same direction and
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. Key challenging states a multiagent SLAM system may encounter.
Red and green lines represent the paths of each of two agents. The land-
marks are illustrated with red and green stars. As seen from different agents,
a scale difference may occur. (a) Two agents move in the same direction, and
they have several loop closures. (b) Two agents move in the same direction,
and they have only one loop closure (c) Two agents move in opposite direc-
tions, and they have several loop closures. (d) Two agents move in opposite
directions, and they have one-sided loop closure.

detect a loop closure for a short time. Another intriguing case
is where agents are coming from opposite directions, and the
system detects a short-duration loop closure. Hence, a robust
multiagent framework is needed to determine the optimum
relative pose difference of such agents.

A. Contributions

We develop an intelligent system that can help establish
a relative connection between the agents at first interaction.
Our proposed framework is capable of working at the first
loop closure under the key challenging scenarios mentioned
earlier, in Fig. 2. To show the robustness of our system,
we use the large-scale direct (LSD) SLAM [9] system on
each agent. In addition, this SLAM system does not have
any scale information or feature point tracking on each end.
Fig. 1 presents the final 3-D point cloud, which is shown in
an enlarged boxed area with a contrasting color scheme. Red
shows the transformed source point cloud map, and green is
the target point cloud map. The transformed trajectories of
both agents inside the fused semidense point cloud maps using
the proposed method are also shown in Fig. 1. The results
demonstrate the efficiency of our presented system after the
first loop closure; hence, its name is Loop-box. The Loop-box
system can work collaboratively to make a large-scale 3-D-
map based on semidense or sparse SLAM approaches. Our
contributions include the following:

1) a multiagent direct SLAM system that can merge 3-D
maps with different scales to a global representation;

2) a robust system that can accurately determine the rela-
tive change between multiple robots during a very short
interval [Fig. 2(b) and (d)]; in particular, no previous
study, to our knowledge, has considered short intervals;

3) a multiagent system that collaborates pairwise directly;
therefore, each agent can estimate the relative pose trans-
formation and registering of the 3-D maps after the first
loop closure;

4) a signal-loop-closure-based method that welcomes fea-
tures to direct SLAM methods for large-scale 3-D
collaborative mapping. This allows the proposed frame-
work to work effectively in any of the states shown in
Fig. 2.

We believe that our multiagent SLAM is one of the first direct
SLAM-based multiagent schemes that unites a wide variety
of use cases within a single system. We firmly believe that
computer vision researchers will use it for intelligent mapping
and localization of agents for robotics applications.

B. Paper Organization

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II reviews modern multiagent systems. In Section III,
brief introductory material related to this work is included.
In Section IV, we provide the details of the proposed frame-
work. In Section V, the experimental results are illustrated,
and the performance of the system is evaluated in discussions
in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this article and
provides recommendations for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In the world of robotics applications, the 3-D map has great
importance, but a single agent is not sufficient to yield a large
3-D map. Therefore, many robotics scientists have turned their
concentration toward developing multiagent SLAM systems
capable of processing multiple maps. The first such reported
work is found in [4], where an efficient large-scale mapping
and navigation framework is used to incorporate numerous
maps. For large-scale mapping, Deutsch et al. [10] proposed
a standard solution of using a multirobot pose graph SLAM. In
2017, Schneider et al. [3] introduced an open-source visual-
inertial mapping framework called Maplab. This framework
provides a collection of tools, including visual-inertial batch
optimization, loop closure detection, and map merging [3].
Maplab has proved to be one of the most useful open-source
SLAM frameworks in recent years.

Schmuck and Chli [1], [2] presented multiagent visual-
inertial-based SLAM systems that can provide high localiza-
tion accuracy for a single trajectory, and these approaches can
be used in session-based collaborative work. However, due to
extensive computation by the centralized system, these systems
are limited to a maximum of three agents while mapping the
entire environment. Furthermore, Chen et al. [11] proposed a
distributed multiagent SLAM system that can fulfill a variety
of large-scale outdoor tasks without relying on the maps to
determine the relative poses.

Most of the visual-based [10], [12] and visual-inertial-
based [3], [8] frameworks can perform well only in the case
shown in Fig. 2(a), where the two agents move in the same
direction and they can observe several landmarks across the
path. However, when the agents do not move in the same
direction and their paths intersect once [see Fig. 2(c) and (d)],
the existing multiagent SLAM systems often fail to merge
the 3-D maps. Moreover, the visual-inertial-based frameworks
usually require additional sensor calibrations to ensure their
performance can give excellent results for the multiagent
SLAM system.
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Fig. 3. Camera frame transformations relative to the world frame and
other agents. The gray continuous-line arrows present the transformation from
the world frame. The gray dashed-line arrows represent the relative edges’
transformation.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Notations

We denote the matrices as a bold face capital letter R and
vectors by a bold face lowercase letter t. At the ith instant, the
robot r-associated keyframe and point clouds are expressed as

Ki
r and P

Fi
r

r(i), respectively.

B. Transformations

We define camera frames by FrID ∈ SE(3) with ID ∈ Z+.
The operator bTa(.) shows the 3-D rigid body transforma-
tion from Fa to Fb, where bTa ∈ SE(3). Moreover, aTb

is the inverse transformation of bTa. This matrix is further
divided into rotation matrix Rab ∈ SO(3) and translation vec-
tor tab ∈ R3. r(i)Tw shows the homogeneous transformation
matrix representing the pose of robot r at the ith instant with
respect to the world frame Fw. The transformation notations
for a multiagent system are explained in Fig. 3.

Furthermore

Fb =
(aTb

)−1
.Fa = bTa.Fa

where bTa transforms the pose of the robot from camera frame
Fa to frame Fb. Similarly, transformation yTw = yTx

xTw is
used to rotate and translate the transformation from xTw to
yTw. A 3-D relative transformation T ∈ SE(3) is further
divided into scaling (σ ), rotation matrix R and translation
vector t, which is defined by

T =
(

σR t
0 1

)
, where R ∈ SO(3), t ∈ R3 and σ ∈ R+.

(1)

C. Information Matrix for Pose Graph SLAM

For the estimation of uncertainty among edges in pose graph
SLAM, the information matrix plays a key role. We calculate
the information matrix by taking the inverse transform of a
6×6 covariance matrix in the 6-degrees-of-freedom (DOFs)
system. We can rewrite the objective function J of the iterative
closest point (ICP) as

J = min
n∑

i=1

F2 (2)

where F = ‖G‖, and G = RPi+T−Qi. For a Jacobian-based
objective function, Censi [13] proposed an approximation of
the covariance matrix as follows:

cov(x) ≈
(

∂2J

∂x2

)−1(
∂2J

∂z∂x

)
cov(z)

(
∂2J

∂z∂x

)T(
∂2J

∂x2

)−1

(3)

where x = [x y z a b c] and z are the n sets of corre-
spondances {Pi, Qi}. In our previous work [14], we presented
an efficient approach, point cloud registration (PCR)-Pro, for
aligning and registering multiple 3-D point clouds with differ-
ent scales. It uses a 3-D-closed-form solution method [15] and
OpenGV [16] for the relative transformation and information
matrix computation.

IV. LOOP-BOX FRAMEWORK

The Loop-box framework, shown in Fig. 4, can work for
both real-time or offline scenarios. It consists of two major
components.

1) For distributed multiagent SLAM, if agents are capa-
ble of exchanging keyframes and detecting the loop
closure, Loop-box will help in their relative scale dif-
ference computation and the estimation of the relative
pose transformation.

2) For centralized multiagent SLAM, Loop-box processes
a few connected keyframes along with their poses and
point clouds to merge them.

Loop-box is built on the robot operating system (ROS) [17],
and packages are created using the catkin workspace. An
ROS-based central system is developed to process the SLAM
information of multiple agents. This can be used as an ROS
package as well as an extension library to be integrated
with any multiagent SLAM-related applications. The C++11
standard is used along with third-party libraries, such as
Eigen [18], OpenCV [19], OpenGV [16], and Ceres [20] for
programming the entire system. For the detailed visualization
and error estimation, we use rviz, ParaView, and EVO [21].

A. Agents Overview

We name agents as slaves and the server as the master.
All the slave robots are equipped with a monocular camera,
and a SLAM operation is executed on them individually. In
our case, we use the LSD-SLAM [9] system on each agent.
LSD-SLAM assists in providing keyframe, point cloud, and
pose information. ROS is used as a core part of the Loop-box
method to connect the master with the slaves.

B. Loop Closure Detection

The majority of prior research has applied vocabulary build-
ing for place recognition [22], [23]. Sometimes the use of
CNNs [24] has also given promising results. We use FAB-
MAP [25] for place recognition. For instance, our system
detects loop closure LCij among agents at an instant when
the source slave is at position i, and the target slave is at j.

Moreover, P
Fi

s
s(i) and P

Fj
t

t(j) will be observed along with the

matched keyframes Ki
s and Kj

t, respectively. After detection of
the loop closure, the next and previous keyframes are matched
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Fig. 4. (a) System overview of the Loop-box framework. Each agent uses a monocular camera and runs LSD-SLAM over it. The keyframes (Ks and Kt)
are processed for the loop closure detection using FABMAP. The camera frames (Fs, Ft) and point clouds (Ps, Pt) are transformed using the final scale and
relative transformation for the global mapping. (b) UGV used for the collection of the datasets.

to determine the direction of both agents. If both the agents
are moving in the same direction, then the previous and next
matches are taken, as shown in gray in Fig. 4(a). If the oppo-
site direction is detected, then the alternative matches are taken
for further computation, as shown in red in Fig. 4(a).

C. Scale Information

After the loop closure detection, the first step is to find
out the scale difference. Monocular-camera-based SLAM
and direct SLAM approaches lack the provision of scale
information. For the best relative transformation between both
agents, scale difference σ is an essential factor. Usually, it is
detected by estimating the volumes of both point clouds. Our
previously reported PCR-Pro [14] provides a robust method
to deal with such problems by calculating the scale difference
and relative transformation between them efficiently.

1) Relative Transformation of Matches at “LCij”: PCR-
Pro estimates the scale difference σ and then aligns both point
clouds. Moreover, it helps in estimating the good feature points
among keyframes. The matched SIFT features are utilized to
measure the relative transformation between each matching
keyframe. In PCR-Pro, we use OpenGV [16] with the eight-
point algorithm method to find out the relative camera pose
s(i)TRC

t(j) and initial guess transformation s(i)TIG
t(j).

2) Scale Computation Using Kalman Filter: After evaluat-
ing the relative transformation using the eight-point algorithm,
the matched points of the source agent keyframe are trans-
formed to a 3-D world frame of reference of target agent
Ft. We use the Kalman filter to map the 3-D key points to
the target agent key points. Based on the alignment, the scale
difference σ is calculated.

3) Optimal Scale Difference σ ∗: In our single loop closure
method, more than three consecutive keyframes, including Ki

s
and Kj

t data, are used, as shown in Fig. 4(a). For each match,
the scale difference is estimated.

Let us assume γij is the number of matched keypoints among
two keyframes, i and j. These matches yield a distinct scale dif-
ference σij depending on the number of matched keypoints γij.
The optimal scale difference σ ∗ will be

σ ∗ = argmax
γ

1

2

∣∣γ
(
σij

)
, γ

(
σi′j′

)∣∣ (4)

where σij and σi′j′ are the two nearest points such that

∣∣σij − σi′j′
∣∣ ≤ �∗ ∀ i, j, i′andj′ ∈ Z+, �∗ ∈ R. (5)

The estimation is further explained in Algorithm 1.

D. Relative Pose Transformation

Point cloud information assists further in finding the rela-
tive pose transformation of slave robots. After obtaining the
optimal scale difference σ ∗, the scale factor is multiplied by
the point cloud to make both point clouds of equal scale. By
multiplying σ ∗ with the rotation matrix R in (1), we obtain

the scaling transformation σ T∗s . For instance, if P
Fi

s
s(i) is smaller

than P
Fj

t
t(j), then P

Fi
s

s(i) will be scaled by σ ∗ as follows:

∗PF
i
s

s(i) = σ T∗s
(

P
Fi

s
s(i)

)
.

1) Alignment of Point Clouds: After scaling the point cloud

of source agent P
Fi

s
s(i) by σ ∗, both the point clouds P

Fj
t

t(j) and P
Fi

s
s(i)

are aligned before applying the ICP. Therefore, we transform

the point cloud P
Fj

t
t(j) from Fj

t to Fw

PFw
t(j) = t(j)T−1

w

(
P
Fj

t
t(j)

)
= wTt(j)

(
P
Fj

t
t(j)

)
. (6)

Then, we transform the point cloud P
Fj

t
t(j) from Fw to Fi

s

P
Fi

s
t(j) = s(i)Tw

(
PFw

t(j)

)
. (7)
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Algorithm 1: Finest Tuning for Optimal Scale Estimation

Input: Matched keyframes KrID = {Ki
s, Kj

t} , poses
wTrID = {wTs,

wTt}, point clouds

PFrID
= {PFi

s
s(i), P

Fj
t

t(j)} with i, j ∈ Z+
Output: Optimal scale difference σ ∗, initial guess

relative transformation siTIG
ti

initialization;
for z = −1:1 do

PFw
s(i+z) = wTs(i+z)(P

Fs(i+z)
s(i+z) ) ;

PFw
t(j+z) = wTt(j+z)(P

Ft(j+z)

t(j+z) ) ;

Function PCR-Pro [?](KrID ,PFw
rID):

Estimate volume ratio rvol of PFw
s(i+z), PFw

t(j+z) ;
s(i+z)TRC

t(j+z)←− γz ←− Ki+z
s , Kj+z

t ;
σz ←−s(i+z) TRC

t(j+z), γz,
w Ts(i+z),

w Tt(j+z);
s(i+z)TIG

t(j+z)←− σz, PFw
s(i+z), PFw

t(j+z) ;
return σz,

s(i+z) TIG
t(j+z) ;

if rvol > 0.5 then
�∗ = 5;
for x = −1:1 do

for y = −1:1 do
if x �= y then

� = |σx − σy|;
if γ ∗ < γxy && �∗ > � && �∗ �= 0
then

σ ∗ = avg(σx, σy) ;
�∗ = � ;
γ ∗ = γxy ;

else
σ ∗ = σxy=00 ;

Finally, initial guess transformation is applied to align them

further with ∗PF
i
s

s(i)

+P
Fi

s
t(j) = s(i)TIG

t(j)

(
P
Fi

s
t(j)

)
. (8)

2) Transformation Computation: After transforming P
Fj

t
t(j) to

+P
Fi

s
t(j), both +P

Fi
s

t(j) and ∗PF
i
s

s(i) are aligned and are almost the
same scale. By using the filtered point clouds of both agents,
the libpointmatcher [26] approach is applied to find the final
transformation s(i)TFtrans

t(j) , where the entire fusion converges to
the global minima. We use the point-to-point matrix-based
error method. The system applies this transformation to the
target point cloud that fuses with the source point clouds and
gives excellent map merging.

E. Update of Poses and 3-D Map

If we write the compact form of all the transformations, the
final optimal transformation can be written as

sT∗t = s(i)TFtrans
t(j) ∗s(i) TIG

t(j) ∗s(i) Tw ∗t(j) T−1
w . (9)

Fig. 5. Ri dataset results: live multiagent SLAM after applying the Loop-
box method. The poses and 3-D maps of the source slave are shown in red,
while the target slave poses are shown in cyan, with the 3-D map in green.
(a) Original visual odometry of both agents starts from the origin. (b) Visual
odometry poses of the target robot are synchronized to the source robot’s
frame of reference. (c) Detailed insight of excellent 3-D map merging using
Loop-box.

For the global mapping, all the poses and 3-D maps are
updated using the σ T∗s and sT∗t transformation to the source
and target slaves, respectively, and the multiagent SLAM starts
working as shown in Fig. 5.

V. LOOP-BOX RESULTS AND COMPARISON

This work addresses the compatibility and flexibility of
multiagent systems by introducing a robust and highly relaxed
environment for a multiagent SLAM framework. In com-
parison to the existing systems, Loop-box can localize the
agents and fuse their maps effectively without using the fea-
ture keypoints’ history. It efficiently performs map merging
and reliable relocalization of agents at the first loop closure.

A. Datasets

In this article, we assess the performance of Loop-box on
five different datasets. The Ri dataset consists of the indoor
movements of two agents but the indoor environment is feature
rich compared to the outdoor environment. Therefore, we further
test our framework on four outside datasets Academic building
and Parkings 1, 2, and 3. The Ri and Parking 1 datasets were
taken by using a monocular camera connected with a laptop,
carried by a human as an agent. Meanwhile, the Academic
building, Parking 2, and Parking 3 bag files were captured
using an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV), which is shown in
Fig. 4(b). For the multiagent scenario, the target agent of the
Parking 2 dataset is the source agent of the Parking 3 dataset.
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TABLE I
RELATIVE POSE RMSE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD COMPARED TO PCR-PRO AND PGO

Fig. 6. RTT for the enhanced loop closure evaluation on the RI dataset.
The final trajectories of the source and target agents are shown in orange and
blue, respectively. (a) Visual odometry poses of the transformed target agent
to the source agent’s frame of reference. (b) After the transformation, visual
odometry comparison on each axis. (c) Roll, pitch, and yaw results after the
transformation.

B. Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis

We qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the Loop-box
framework for both online and offline testing. We record the
bags files at different times to capture various conditions. For
instance, some objects such as cars are present in the Parking 2
dataset, whereas they are missing in the Parking 3 dataset. One
of the numerous benefits of using the one loop-closure-based

method is that it can easily estimate relative transformation in
those environments where agents meet for a short interval.

1) Qualitative Results: The Ri dataset was recorded inside
the Robotics Institute of HKUST. We captured it using a
monocular camera connected to a laptop at a normal speed
of human motion. We apply the σ T∗s and sT∗t transformation
estimated in the last section to the poses and point clouds of
both agents. It transforms the poses of the target slave to the
source slave frame of reference Fs, as shown in Fig. 5(b).
The SLAM and map merging results are shown in Fig. 5.
The original trajectory of the target agent starts with the
source agent from the origin [0, 0, 0]. For the multiagent
case, SLAM systems have an optimal relative transformation
to another agent’s frame of reference.

After applying the transformation estimated using Loop-
box, the relative trajectory transformation (RTT) is as shown
in Fig. 6(a). We further analyze the behavior from each axis,
as shown in Fig. 6(b). In each direction, we can observe that
they both start at the same point. Furthermore, there is a sig-
nificant movement of the target agent in the x- and z-direction.
But in the y-direction, few variations of poses are detected, as
the camera height is almost the same throughout the agents’
movement. We also observe the changes in terms of yaw,
pitch, and roll, as shown in Fig. 6(c). After applying the Loop-
box method, the target rotation is corrected and transformed
according to the source agent reference frame. Large variations
of poses are observed in the roll and pitch axis. Furthermore,
about a two-times shift in the yaw axis is also detected.

2) Quantitative Results: In Table I, we compare the relative
pose root-mean-square error (RMSE) of Loop-box with that of
PCR-Pro [14] and pose graph optimization (PGO) [27]. Note
that both the Loop-box and PGO methods use a scale differ-
ence and relative transformation first computed by PCR-Pro.
This is why their results are better as compared to PCR-
Pro’s. Furthermore, we separately analyze the relative pose
error (RPE) of PCR-Pro on the three parking datasets. For
Parking 1 and Parking 2, the RPE is much higher than for
the Parking 3 dataset, as shown in Fig. 7(a). If we look at
the performance of bundle adjustment using PGO, the RPE is
small. The interesting factor to note is that Loop-box outper-
forms PGO further. We evaluate the Loop-box performance
compared to PGO’s, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Moreover, the
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Fig. 7. RPE (a) PCR-Pro applied directly to the first match corresponding to each dataset. The RPE results show that the error varies due to the number of
matched keypoints of each matching. (b) Evaluation of the Loop-box performance compared to state-of-the-art PGO [27] for each dataset.

Fig. 8. (a), (b), and (c) correspond to the Parking 2 dataset and (d), (e), and (f) correspond to the Parking 3 dataset. Travelling directions of the agents are
shown with arrows in (c) and (f). In (a), (b), (d), and (e), red represents the source poses and point clouds and green represents the target agent poses and
point clouds. In (c) and (f), the source is in red, while the green camera poses are those estimated by the PGO method, and cyan represents the camera poses
transformed by Loop-box.

estimation time of Loop-box is much lower than that of PGO,
which requires additional nonlinear optimization for the bundle
adjustment. The computation time and RMSE are compared
in Table I. To show the robustness of Loop-box according to
the motivation mentioned in Section I, we discuss the results
in two sections: 1) unidirectional and bidirectional results and
2) multiagent 3-D mapping results.

C. Unidirectional and Bidirectional Results

For the unidirectional and bidirectional results, the
Parking 2 and Parking 3 datasets were recorded using the UGV
shown in Fig. 4(b). These datasets consist of three bag files.
The first two bags have the same path direction for loop clo-
sure, and the third bag has the opposite direction. We compare
the map merging results of PGO and Loop-box in Fig. 8 since

both perform better than PCR-Pro. The results show that the
map merging by Loop-box converges to the global optimum in
contrast to the bundle adjustment using PGO. The difference
is viewed best in the matched poses location. All camera
poses along with 3-D maps transformed by bundle adjustment
using the PGO and Loop-box methods are shown in Fig. 8.

D. Multiagent 3-D Mapping

To have multiagent 3-D mapping results, we combined
the results of the Parking 2 and Parking 3 datasets. In the
Parking 3 dataset, both agents are moving in the same direc-
tion, whereas in the Parking 2 dataset, the agents are moving
in opposite directions. If the system can detect merely one
loop closure, then the 3-D maps can easily be merged using
Loop-box. All three agents originally had different scales and
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Fig. 9. Multiagent SLAM including full map merging comparison of Loop-box with PGO. Poses of the source agent and target are shown in magenta and
cyan, respectively. The loop closure matches of the source and target agent are shown in red and green, respectively. (a) Parking 2 dataset: SLAM results
after bundle adjustment by PGO. (b) Parking 2 dataset: SLAM results using Loop-box. (c) Parking 3 dataset: SLAM results after bundle adjustment by PGO.
(d) Parking 3 dataset: SLAM results using Loop-box.

Fig. 10. Multiagent 3-D map fusion. The target agent of the Parking 2 dataset is the source agent of the Parking 3 dataset. The odometry of this connecting
agent is shown in yellow. The source agent of the Parking 2 dataset and target agent of the Parking 3 dataset are shown in red and green, respectively.
(a) Parking 2 and Parking 3 datasets: PGO-based multiagent results. (b) Parking 2 and Parking 3 datasets: Loop-box-based multiagent results.

camera odometries. After estimating the optimal scale, we pro-
cessed the three adjacent matches using Loop-box and PGO,
as shown in Fig. 9. Since the target agent of the Parking 2
dataset is the source agent of the Parking 3 dataset, we name
the agent a connecting agent. First, we scale the source agent
of the Parking 2 dataset according to the connecting agent.
This transformation was further scaled according to the target
agent of the Parking 3 dataset. Next, the target agent of the
Parking 3 dataset was transformed according to the merged
Parking 2 dataset. We tested Loop-box compared to the PGO
method to merge the 3-D map with the connecting agent. The
full map merging results are shown in Fig. 10.

Material related to this work is available at https:
//usmanmaqbool.github.io/loop-box.

VI. DISCUSSION

A challenging application of the multiagent SLAM system
is a crowd-based mapping system where different people
use their camera phones to capture the 3-D environment
and then collaborate to yield large-scale 3-D mapping. After
recognizing the first loop closure, our Loop-box framework
is successfully able to find the relative pose transformation
regardless of the scale difference between them. For the
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PCR-Pro results, we estimated the relative transformation indi-
vidually. In the PGO, we selected the top three methods, which
are discussed in detail in the Appendix. In the end, we used
our proposed method, which needs only one match out of
three based on the keypoints. For all the datasets, 3-D map
merging accuracy describes the efficiency of the Loop-box
method where the system converges to the global minimum, as
presented in Table I. We discuss the limitation of multiagent
SLAM systems and specifications for improving Loop-box as
follows.

A. Place Recognition

With the short-interval loop closure, a number of scenarios
can happen. If both agents are moving in the same direc-
tion, the system does not need any modification. But if both
agents are coming from opposite directions, as in the Parking 2
dataset, the camera system should capture the side view of the
agent path so both agents can accurately detect the loop clo-
sure. After the loop closure, the adjacent keyframe matching
will not be in a direct but in a crossed manner, as shown
in red in Fig. 4(a). For the distributed multiagent SLAM
system, if two agents detect that they are in range of each
other, they can quickly establish relative pose connection using
Loop-box.

In this work, we use FABMAP [25] and create the visual
vocabulary for loop closure detection. Preparing a visual
vocabulary is time consuming and even not recommended for
large-scale mapping. Some methods [23] also offer a prebuilt
dictionary for place recognition. This enables the system to
be used without training the environment. Loop-box can be
further improved by incorporating NetVLAD features [24].
For all, the features will be calculated and uploaded to the
server instead of all the keyframes. This can give a signif-
icant improvement in the detection time of loop closures.
The NetVLAD features handling is also simpler than vocabu-
lary handling. Sometimes, biologically inspired visual SLAM
systems [28], [29] also help in persistent navigation and
mapping in a dynamic environment.

B. Drift

In our results, we can see excellent transformations at the
loop closure area, but a small drift is clearly visible after-
ward. Since LSD-SLAM is based on a monocular camera
only, drift can affect local mapping. The Loop-box method
allows monocular camera-based SLAM systems to connect
and find the exact transformation. These systems can have
drift problems, which can be solved using additional sensors.
For example, OKVIS can track a local map built from several
recently captured keyframes, which significantly minimizes
the local drifts [30]. It can also be improved by a tightly
coupled configuration for sensor fusion of the camera with
an IMU. This helps in avoiding the local drift in the visual
odometry of the agent.

VII. CONCLUSION

This article has presented a framework that can estimate
real-time 3-D relative transformation of different agents for

Fig. 11. Different pose configurations for PGO. (a) Direct match
configuration. (b) Fully connected configuration.

large-scale SLAM and 3-D map-merging applications. The
results have shown admirable performance regarding map
merging and accurate estimation of the relative pose transfor-
mation after only a single loop closure. After the first matches,
our system has the ability to localize each agent with respect
to the global reference frame while keeping track of and con-
tinuously adding keyframes and point cloud data to the global
map. This work can be extended to n agents of any kind,
for instance, unmanned air and ground vehicles. Features of
this research are its computationally robust framework, and its
possible applicability to swarm robotics in map exchange, and
task allocation applications.

APPENDIX

BUNDLE ADJUSTMENT STUDY FOR MULTIAGENT SLAM

Several studies suggest that bundle adjustment using PGO
performs excellently in SLAM systems. To compare Loop-
box with bundle adjustment, we, in addition, estimated the
covariance among edges. PCR-Pro [14] along with libpoint-
matcher [26] were used to achieve high-level optimal trans-
formation. Using the estimated covariance based on the sets
of correspondence and relative transformation, we can eas-
ily determine the information matrix, enabling the system for
PGO. We considered three different cases, and applied the
PGO to the edge transformations, which are shown by the
gray dotted lines in Fig. 11.

Straight Configuration: For the straight configuration,
we examined directly matched camera poses, as shown in
Fig. 11(a). S1, S2, and S3 are source poses, while T1, T2,
and T3 are the corresponding target poses. We applied the
transformation s1T∗t1, s2T∗t2, and s3T∗t3 estimated in (9) to T1,
T2, and T3 poses, respectively. Moreover, we scaled the S1,
S2, and S3 poses by σ T∗s1, σ T∗s2, and σ T∗s3. Then, we applied
the bundle adjustment for overall transformation optimization.

Fully Connected Configuration: After the loop closure,
cross matched pairs {T1, S2′′}, {T2, S1′′}, {T2, S1′′}, {T2, S3′′},
and {T3, S2′′} of three adjacent poses were also selected along
with the directly matched pairs for the full PGO, as shown in
Fig. 11(b).

Top Matches Configuration: This configuration is similar to
the straight configuration as explained above. The difference
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is that we use a single transformation s(j)T∗t(i), where i to j
corresponds to those poses that have large matched keypoints
γ . For two agents, there is one optimal transformation for all
the poses.

In all the above configurations, the top matches config-
uration gives much better results than the direct and fully
connected setup. After the PGO using this best pose solu-
tion, we use the middle poses of S2 and T2. Another
good factor in using this for bundle adjustment is that it
not only estimates better relative transformation but also
takes less time in computation. The top matches configura-
tion results have been compared with the Loop-box method
in Section V.
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